Interaction of atomic hydrogen with single-walled carbon nanotubes: a density functional theory study.
We have studied the interaction of atomic hydrogen with (5,5) and (10,0) single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) using density functional theory. These calculations use Gaussian orbitals and periodic boundary conditions. We compare results from the local spin density approximation, generalized gradient approximation (GGA), and hybrid density functionals. We have first kept the SWNT geometric structure fixed while a single H atom approaches the tube on top of a carbon atom. In that case, a weakly bound state with binding energies from -0.8 to -0.4 eV was found. Full geometry relaxation leads to a strong SWNT deformation, weakening the nearest C-C bonds and increasing the binding energy by about 1 eV. Full hydrogen coverage of the (5,5) SWNT converts this metallic nanotube into an insulator with a band gap of 3.4 eV for the GGA functional and 4.8 eV for the hybrid functional. Hybrid functionals perform similar to pure density functional theory functionals for the calculation of binding energies while band gaps critically depend on the functional choice.